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Career Opportunity
Director, Philanthropy Programs
ABOUT THE GOBEL GROUP
The Gobel Group is the leading consulting firm working exclusively in healthcare philanthropy.
We are the experts in helping clients build meaningful partnerships with physicians and nurses to
create a robust grateful patient program. Our system can create clinician champions who identify
the best prospects, introduce those prospects to development colleagues, and become involved in
the philanthropic process. The result is more philanthropic revenue for our clients.
Our team of nearly twenty individuals includes seasoned healthcare development professionals
and clinicians from the top medical centers in the nation, including Cleveland Clinic, Johns
Hopkins Medicine, Duke Medicine and other leading philanthropy programs. Our consultants
have led programs that have raised hundreds of millions annually and directed billion dollar
campaigns. In less than five years, Gobel Group has worked with more than 125 hospitals across
the nation and around the world. More information on the Gobel Group can be found on our
website at www.gobelgroup.com.
WHAT WE BELIEVE
Gratitude - Not Wealth - Motivates Giving. When a patient or family gives back, it’s not a
financial transaction as most hospital employees would believe; rather, it’s a transformational
experience for the patient and family who are inspired by the care and compassion clinicians
have provided. As a result, patients and families are grateful. It’s this gratitude - not an
individual’s wealth - that motivates philanthropy.
Giving Promotes Healing. Giving is a natural extension of the clinical experience. After years
of research, Gobel Group has identified clinical studies that demonstrate the relationship between
giving and healing, and the consequences to patients when they are denied the opportunity to
give back. Gobel Group shows clinicians they have a responsibility as healers to be involved in
the philanthropic process. For more information, please download our Healing Power of
Philanthropy white paper from our website.
Clinicians are Key. Donors don’t give because of hospitals or clinical programs. Donors give to
honor the individuals who were instrumental in their care. Grateful patients represent a
significant and untapped potential for every clinical program. By building meaningful
partnerships with clinicians, philanthropy offices can maximize their results.
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WHAT WE DO
After implementing clinician engagement in philanthropy programs at hospitals and health
systems around the world, we understand what it takes to build the most comprehensive,
sustainable and scalable best-in-class grateful patient philanthropy program. We offer clients
three types of clinician engagement services: Clinician Engagement Assessments, Clinician
Engagement Training Programs, and Clinician Engagement Systems.

ABOUT THE ROLE
Working closely with other members of the Gobel Group, the Director of Philanthropy Programs
will partner with the firm’s Principal Consultants to implement Grateful Patient Fundraising
Programs with active Clinician Engagement for our clients. Specific duties include:


Onboarding New Clients
o Preparing clients with necessary Gobel contact information
o Initiating the engagement in our online project management tool (Basecamp)
o Managing all details of the first onboarding call, including agenda preparation,
note taking and coordination of key follow up activities.



Travel Logistics
o Booking all travel arrangements (flights, hotel, and car rental) for the engagement
team (Director of Philanthropy Programs and Principal Consultant)
o Managing visit logistics (addresses, directions, maps, scheduling, etc.)



Onsite Visits
o Working with client to prepare the visit agenda for the day
o Preparing the Principal Consultant for the onsite visit by communicating
regularly, determining the necessary documents, presentations, technology
requirements, etc. for the visit
o Preparing agendas for each meeting
o Preparing documents for each meeting
o Providing the Principal Consultant and Client with all necessary documents prior
to the visit
o Attending the visit, driving, taking notes, participation in meetings
o Ensuring all necessary technological needs (laptop, speakers, projector,
HDMI/cords, clicker, etc.) are available



Dashboards and Reports
o Maintaining “stop light” spreadsheets for each client engagement to identify
engagement’s timeline progress, any issues, future goals, deliverables, etc.
o Ensuring updated information is available for client dashboards



Offsite Work
o Working with the client to schedule regular calls (prep calls before visits, debrief
calls after visits, regular weekly/bi-weekly/monthly gift officer training
mentoring calls, onboarding calls, and other calls)
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o Scheduling internal calls with other Gobel consultants to help maintain
communications around Client progress and needs
o Maintaining phone and email availability to answer questions, provide documents
etc. (including occasional non business hours) for the client
o Managing Gobel Philanthropy Champion App program - setting up client
accounts, uploading physician and gift officer information to create “referral
apps” and accounts, helping client maintain their platform throughout the
engagement
o Updating Gobel Master Plan for the client by taking information from client
meetings, and with direction from Principal Consultant, customizing document
for client
o Creating Gobel Client Vault for the client by working with Gobel’s Principal
Consultant for Communication to create an account and load with the appropriate
documents, videos and other tools
o Managing patient data and creating reports by working with the client to obtain
data files, ensuring wealth screening has been completed on the respective files,
and creating the appropriate reports to share with client
o Supporting Principal Consultant’s administrative functions by scheduling
meetings, visits and calls and ensuring Principal Consultant’s calendar is updated,
ensuring information in Gobel Raiser’s Edge database is updated and accurate,
and other duties as assigned
REQUIREMENTS
The Director of Philanthropy Programs should have three or more years of experience working
in a healthcare philanthropy program. The successful candidate will have the ability to work well
in a team environment as well as independently. The successful candidate must be analytical,
adept at problem solving and have a Bachelor’s degree or higher.
The Director will have the opportunity to help some of the best organizations in the world solve
some of their most difficult philanthropic challenges. There is opportunity for broad exposure to
a variety of different areas in healthcare philanthropy throughout the position’s tenure.
This position requires travel and to be onsite with clients, generally alongside other members of
the Gobel Group. Travel should not exceed 20 percent of the position’s time, and will generally
be day trips or one overnight for a two day trip. When not traveling, this position requires
location in the West Chester, Pennsylvania office.
The salary for this position ranges from $50,000 to $75,000, based on previous experiences.
Gobel also offers the opportunity to earn additional compensation within the annual bonus
structure. In addition, Gobel Group offers full benefit and retirement programs. If interested,
please forward cover letter, resume and salary history to Elizabeth Landis at
elizabeth@gobelgroup.com.
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